Equip yourself for dispensing success.

Zep® Professional Dispensing Solutions.
In order to use any cleaning or maintenance product effectively, you need to dispense it in controlled amounts at the proper dilution. **Zep® Professional Dispensing Solutions** make that easy.

These dispensers were specifically designed to optimize the use of concentrated Zep® Professional products. So you get the money-saving benefits of a concentrate, use less product, and enhance inventory and cost control.

You also create a safer working environment for employees since they’re working with diluted products, not chemical concentrates. So be sure you’re using Zep® Professional dispensers that control dilutions for you – and make the most of your cleaning budget.
Zep® Professional Product Dispensing System

Unique modular chemical mixing system that easily adapts to any application. Available as a single-product quart or bulk fill dispenser, or a multi-product quart or bulk dispenser. Innovative design features intuitive operation and convenient, one-handed fill. Modular parts twist and lock together for simple assembly.

- **Single Product Bulk Dispenser**
  - **SKU:** R12701
- **Single Product Quart Dispenser**
  - **SKU:** R12801
- **Multi-Product Bulk Dispenser**
  - **SKU:** R12901
- **Multi-Product Quart Dispenser**
  - **SKU:** R13001

---

Zep® Professional Locking Wire Rack Systems

Designed for clean, safe and secure installation and use of our Zep® Professional Product Dispensing System. Economical wire rack system features a Dispenser Top that snaps into place and accepts any Zep® Professional Product Dispensing System. Ideal for any chemical proportioning application.

- **Locking Wire Rack 1-1 Gallon**
  - **SKU:** R13101
Multi-Product Combination Dispenser
Easy to install — just mount dispenser on the wall and hook up the chemical and water lines. Valves and parts are protected by a durable stainless steel cover with a powder-coated finish. Perfect for tough environments such as restaurant kitchens. Features include one-handed bottle fill, remote bucket fill pistol grip, and choice of 16 different dilution rates.

Item: Multi-Product Combination Dispenser
SKU: R14201

Single Compartment Sink Dispenser, Button
Corrosion-resistant propylene and stainless steel dishwashing pump that mounts directly to any wall or sink (screws provided). Dispenser draws liquid detergent through plastic tubing from any size container with one push of the plunger. Delivers exactly one ounce of product per pump stroke to your bottle, bucket or sink.

Item: Single Compartment Sink Dispenser, Button
SKU: R14101

Automatic Sink Dispenser
Heavy duty, water-driven dispenser that automatically mixes a precise amount of detergent and sanitizer with water at the turn of a knob. Dispenses cleaning and sanitizing chemicals at 16 different mixing rates. Exclusive patent-pending backflow preventor protects against cross-contamination of the water supply, prevents excess foaming and meets the most stringent requirements for high hazard backflow prevention.

Item: Automatic Sink Dispenser
SKU: R13301
Automatic Metering Pump
Timed pumping system designed to automatically dispense product any time of the day or night. Operates on 115 volt AC current or can be easily converted to run on a 12-volt battery. Water-tight plastic case prevents rust and corrosion of electronic components. Pump can deliver 0.5 ounces to 5 ounces of product per cycle. Microprocessor controls up to 24 separate cycles entered into the unit. Program can be viewed or modified at any time. Battery backup system saves programmed information in case of power failure.
Caution: Do not use with solvent products.

Item: Automatic Metering Pump
SKU: R13401

Foaming Applications

Airless Foam-Rinse-Sanitize System
Convenient, portable cleaning and sanitizing system that lets you quickly switch from Foam to Sanitize to Rinse just by switching a dial on the foamer gun. All controls are at your fingertips, saving time and effort. Chemical supply stays behind, ensuring ample chemical for large areas. Rugged, long-life construction. Lightweight design and trigger-lock handle for continuous dispensing with less operator effort.

Item: Airless Foam-Rinse-Sanitize System
SKU: R14401

Foam Gun
Convenient, hand-held foam dispenser. Normal tap water pressure mixes just the right amount of detergent to automatically produce a foaming cleaner. Foam application can be followed with a clear water rinse by simply using the quick-disconnect coupling on the pistol grip spray gun. Individual metering tips provided with the unit make it easy to change dilution ratios. Materials and fittings are all brass or rugged molded polypropylene for reliable operation. Rubber screened end cap can be used on discharge barrel to produce extra thick foam.

Item: Foam Gun
SKU: R14501

Does not include cart.
Cart available by special order.
Pumps

Pail Pump, Flammable Rated
Piston-type pump for use in 5- and 7-gallon pails with Flex-Spout. Stainless steel, piston-type pump dispenses 8 ounces of flammable solvents per stroke. Extension tube is supplied to reach bottom of 7-gallon pails. Pump is equipped with necessary flash suppressor and grounding clamps to safely conduct any static charge from product and containers when being used. Discharge nozzle allows adequate filling of most sprayers. Factory Mutual approved. Can be used on pails with Flex-Spout.

Item: Pail Pump, Flammable Rated
SKU: R13501

Pail Pump, General Purpose
8 oz. per stroke, dispensing pump fits drums, 5- and 7-gallon open-head and closed-head pails. The pump is threaded to fit a 2” or 3/4” drum opening. An adapter is included to attach the pump to the flexible spout and a cap is included with a 3/4” opening for closed-head containers. A 19-1/2” pick-up tube, two, 16-1/2” pick-up tubes, a double ended hose braid and three hose clamps are included to adapt the pump to the particular pail or drum. A 1-1/2” and a 3” split tube are included to limit the pump stroke and dispensing volume to 6, 4, 2 oz. per stroke. Constructed of polypropylene and polyethylene. Replaces Snap-On 7-gallon pail pump, closed head 7-gallon pail pump and model 50 drum pump.

Item: Pail Pump, General Purpose
SKU: R13701

Pail Pump, Solvent Rated
Piston-type pump for use in 5- and 7-gallon pails. Dispenses 8 ounces per up-stroke. Made of stainless steel so high flash point solvents can be pumped with ease.

Caution: Not for use with flammable solvents.

Item: Pail Pump, Solvent Rated
SKU: R13601

Drum Pump, Flammable Rated
Stainless steel, piston-type pump dispenses 8 ounces of flammable solvents per stroke. Equipped with necessary flash suppressor and grounding clamps to safely conduct any static charge from product and containers when bedding is used. Discharge nozzle allows adequate filling of most sprayers. Factory Mutual approved.

Item: Drum Pump, Flammable Rated
SKU: R13801
**Drum Pump, Solvent Rated**  
Designed to dispense cleaner directly from drums. Fits 2" drum openings. Easily adjustable for twenty, thirty-five and fifty-five gallon drums.  
**Caution:** Not to be used in dispensing acid products.  
*Item:* Drum Pump, Solvent Rated  
*SKU:* R13901

**Drum Pump, General Purpose**  
Self-priming drum pump that is ideal for users who keep larger volumes on hand or take advantage of bulk product deliveries. The PVC and polypropylene construction is resistant to most common cleaning products. Drum pump produces up to 6 ounces per stroke. Drum pump does not fit containers with Reike Flex-Spout.  
**Caution:** Do not use with solvents, flammables or products normally packaged in a steel container.  
*Item:* Drum Pump, General Purpose  
*SKU:* R14001

**Sprayers**

**Compressed Air Sprayer**  
1-quart heavy duty compressed air pressure sprayer for dispensing solvent-based products. Equipped with two spray nozzles for general purpose mist or pin stream. Filler cap has a standard air chuck and valve stem. Constructed of blue enameled steel, rated and tested for up to 200 PSI. Spring-loaded trigger provides positive control. Includes handle-mounted clean-out pick and extra nozzle mount. Do not use with water-based products.  
*Item:* Compressed Air Sprayer  
*SKU:* R14601
How do you order Zep® Professional dispensers?